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The YVashington Post recently observed that Japan is undergoing "a slow
motion demographic catastrophe that is without precedent in the developed 
world" .. The economic and social consequences of these trends are difficult to 
overstate" (May 6,2008). Such prognoses (not to mention such colOlfullanguage) 
are neither new nor peculiar to Japan. A decade ago, Peter Peterson began his 
book on the aging of America by comparing the aging of the population to a 
"massive iceberg": 

Visible above the waterline are the unprecedented growth in tlle number 
of elderly and the unprecedented decline in the number of youth o\er 
the next several decades. Lurking beneath the waves, and not yet 
Widely understood, are the wringing economic and social costs that will 
accompany this demographiC transformation--costs that threaten to 
bankrupt even the greatest of powers, the United States included, 
unless tlley take action in time. (Gray Dawn: Hou: the Coming Age 
Wave 'Vill Transform America-And the World [New York: Random 
House, 1999], 1) 

Peterson, it should be pOinted out, is senior chairman of the Blackstone Group 
and was secretary of commerce in the Ronald Reagan administration. \-Vliters 
taking this tack are often political conservatives who are eager to get the 
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gm'ernment out from under the burdens of welfare-state policies. Their 
opponents tend to be liberals who argue that decent social programs are necess
ary, desirable, and sustainable and dismiss as exaggerated the claims of what they 
call the "catastrophic demography" school. The critics do not deny that popu
lation aging is a significant problem, but they tend to see it as manageable, and 
perhaps a lower priOlity than other problems, such as slow growth or inequalit;,'. 

:\mong the books under re\iew, one chapter and some of the commentary in 
Keimei Kaizuka and Anne Krueger's edited \'olume Tackli I1g Japan:~ Fiscal Clwl
lCllges, and Akihito Matsutani's Shrillkillg Population Economics, belong to the 
"catastrophic demography" school. The chapter by Laurence J. Kotlikoff, "Avoid
ing a Fiscal/Demographic/Economic Debacle in Japan," is tme to form in its call 
for dismantling the welfare stcite to the extent of closing dO\\ll the clefined
benefit pension system for future retirees and privatizing health insurance. 

Matsutani subtitles his book Lcssonsfiom Japan, but it is more about lessons 
for Japan. It is one of those books of diagnosis and prescription for the ailments of 
the nation that bureaucrats write after they retire. Matsutani served in the Finance 
~Iinistry from 1970 to 1997; follOWing retirement he studied ci\ il engineering and 
wrote prolifically on a variety of subjects, publishing no less than three books. 
se\'en articles, and many columns on population loss alone. Matsutani's lessons 
are drastic. The core argument is that the declining labor force reduces supply, 
while the declining population reduces demand, so] apan must dO\\llsize by carry
ing out a steady reduction of producti\e capacity-negative investment. Cor}Jor
ations can no longer pmsper by holding down wages, because wages are the 
sollt'ce of demand. Govemment must cut back shar1)ly on public works and 
most other spending, including pensions. How to do all this is not spelled out. 
For example, cutting capacity and putting a larger share of revenues into wages 
might serve the cOl}Jorate sector as a \\hole, but the lOgiC for an indi\'idual 
company is not so clear Years ago Japan found capacity reductions in speCific 
sectors to be extremely di[ficlllt, e\'en among a small number of large firms as 
in coal mining and shipbuilding; the gm'emment had to enforce cmtels to avoid 
free-riding. 

As provocati\e as the prescriptions are the diagnoses. Matsutcmi gives his O\\TI 
projections and analyses of demographic trends. For example, he argues that 
rapid increases in the elderly population will be primarily an uroan phenomenon. 
A forecdsting model at the preiectural level inclicates that the changing distri
bution of younger \\urkers \\ill bring industrial restructuring to the relative 
advantage of peripheral regions, which is hardl;: the conventional \\isdom. He 
also refutes the prenuling \iew that population decline and aging could be 
stemmed if \\omen started hming more babies. For one thing. babies bom 
nm\ would not be entering the labor force for two decades. For another, 
because the number of women at childbearing age is declining precipitously, 
an implausibly large increase in fertility would be needed just to maintain the 
current 10\\ number of births per \-ear. 

Matsutani shares with other writers in the "catastrophic demograpl1\'" school 
a certain penerse cheerflllness. The reader gets the feeling that Matsutani had 
been sa\ing up a lot of complaints about Japanese governmental and cOlIJorate 
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behavior through his long bureaucratic career, and he found the shlinking popu
lation a welcome occasion to bling up his pet prescriptions. Similarh', bankers and 
conservative economists (such as Peterson and Kotlikoffl have generallv not been 
fond of the welfare state anyway and seem happy to find a good argument for 
cutting it back. 

As a whole, TacklingJapan~~ Fiscal Challenges is quite balanced. This book is 
the proceeclings of a 200.5 conference of economists from both sides of the 
Pacific, organized by the Ministry of Finance and the International :Monetary 
Fund. About half of the volume is about economic growth, high public debt 
and fiscal decentralization. These issues are beyond the scope of the revie\\': 
however, it is worth noting that the discussion is interesting and that clissenting 
comments from conference participants nicely temper alarmist predictions in 
the main papers. This sort of dialogue is pmticularlv helpful in \'olumes of 
papers bv economists, where the conclusions are based on technical arguments 
that most readers cannot evaluate. 

The half of the book (lirectly rele\'ant to population aging has eight papers 
and accompanying comments, Three of the papers make dire forecasts and rec
ommend racHcal paling of social programs, and four are quite moderate. The 
paper of Yutaka Imai and Howard Oxley falls somewhere in between. Focusing 
on the medical and long-term care insurance sectors, the authors glimly forecast 
a lise in public spending of at least three to six points of gross domestic product 
(CDP) by 2050. In my view, however, their projection is not too alarming (it 
would still be well below U.S. spending today), and indeed, the authors' rec
ommendations amount to some fairly modest reforms in both sectors aimed at 
improving efficiency', not gigantic cutbacks. 

Leading the moderates is Henry J. Aaron, the elder statesman of practical
minded liberal economists who write about social policy. Aaron provides a sensible 
review of pension and health care policy, and gives Japan credit for generally suc
cessful refom1s of the pension program and for keeping meclical spending under 
tight control. He calls for more automatic adjustments in pension policy in 
medical care. I disagree with some of these, but the~' are usefully detailed proposals. 

Aaron's overall perspective deserves more attention than it usuall:: gets. Japa
nese population aging is often seen as a future phenomenon, and so a "clisis," but 
in fact the most drastic changes in the actual numbers of the elderly have already 
occurred. In the twenty-five years from 1980 to 200.5, the number of Japanese 
aged sixty-five and over rose from 10.6 million to 2.5'-+ million, or from 9,1 
percent to 19.8 percent of the population. That was extraordinaIil~/ rapid 
aging: about 240 percent in a quarter century. In the current quarter century, 
the elderly population is projected to grow at a considerably slower place, reach
ing :34.8 million in 2030, which would represent a 25 percent lise, 

These facts make the Japanese record in controlling healtl1 care costs look 
impressive Health spending as a percentage of CDP went up fi'om 6 .. 5 percent to 
8.2 percent from 1980 to 2005--just L7 percentage points of CDP over twenn'
fiw years despite rapid aging. ConsideJing that conservative economists in this 
volume and elsewhere consistently recommend tl1at Japan adopt Ameliccm-st:yle 
health care practices for the sake of effiCiency, it is \VOlth mentioning that in the 
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United States in that same twenty-hve-year peliod, health spending ballooned from 
8,7 percent to 1 ,S,2 percent of GOP, although the propOJ'tion of the elderly rose only 
slightlv (from 11:3 percent to ] 2.4 percent), .A.ny lessons should be leamed in the 
other direction, In aJW case, for this issue at least, the catastrophe scenmios look 
less plausible than the \ie\\'s of moderates such as Aaron, 

Tack.ling Japan:, Fiscal Challellges and Shrinking Population Ecollomics are 
both proscIipti\e, the first full of advice for the Japanese government, the second 
addressed to c0l1Jorations as well, The remaining books on our list do not give as 
much achice, Populatioll Decline alld ii.geillg in japan-The Social Consequences 
is essentially clescliptive, and all the better fOJ' it, though hints of the author's pre
ferences come through, It is by FIOlian Cuulmas, an established sOciolinguist 
who is clirector of the German Institute of Japanese Studies (DIJ) in To1:;;0 and 
wlites broadly on Japanese social topics, 

DemographiC change has been the OIl's major preoccupation for some 
time, It Ims sponsored se\'eral research projects emel recently produced a massi\'e, 
t\vo-hands book sisty-three chapters and 1,242 pages long (The Demographic 
Challenge: A Halldbook about japan [London: Blill, 2008J), Coulmas is the 
leael editor of that \olume, and his authored book covers much of the same 
ground at one-se\enth the length (though. sadly', at only one-half the I)lice), 
The book has t\velve short chapters, fifty-three charts and tables, ] 81 
endnotes, and a useful 2,000-plus-item bibliography. 

To my eye, Coulmas picks up the right points, his intell)I'Ctations are reason
able, and he has a real talent for succinct explanation, The book gives us an over
\iew of the causes of aging and population decline and of most of the big effects 
(other than macmeconomics): li\ing pattcms, gender. age grading, retirement 
parents anel children, consumer behmiol, politics, culture, and more, 

Coulmas's chapter on immigration is a good example, He starts off quoting 
t\m economists sen ing that Japan urgently needs to impOJ't \\'orkers, notes the 
qualms about social inclusion among both resident fOJ'eigners and Japmlese, 
runs dm\1l the data on immigration \\-ith a chart shm\ing the She1l1) growth 
from the 1990s, re\iews the academic literature on immigration clYl1amics, and 
recounts the sharp debates over the issue among Japanese opinion leaders, He 
mentions fm'OJ'abh a "human resource de\-elopment and circulation model" to 
benefit both Japan and feeder countries, and concludes judiciousl:' that despite 
the problems a new policy \\i11 probably emerge and "eventualh change the 
face of Japan" (1" 124), 

Coulmas includes a ShOlt chapter on the socialization of care for frail older 
people, which cm'ers trends in famil:' care and the advent of public, mandatOlY 
long-term care insurance (LTC!) in 2000, ]\lost of the ex:pansion of services 
under LTCI has been in programs for elclerl:- people li\ ing at home (\\ith OJ' 
\\ithout their chilchenl, but institutional care remains important, and that is 
the subject of our fourth book. Methodologically, this book is a good reminder 
that for leaming how things work, it is hard to beat a good old-bshionecl 
ethnography, 

Yongmei \\'u, an anthropolOgist \\'ho teaches in Beijing, spent SLX months as a 
participant-obselyer at a large old-age faCility in westem Tokyo in 1999, 

harmer
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preparing a disseltation for the University of Hong Kong. She leamed a lot and 
passes it on: a day in the life of a nursing home; detailed narratives of five resi
dents and four staff members; accounts of the "organizational culture" of the 
facility; and a close analysis of two kinds of conflicts that sprang up among resi
dents. She starts by plaCing her facility in its public policy context, and ends with 
an account of the impact of LTCI on the facility (based on a Sh01t later \isit). 
Befitting a dissertation, the book has a review of the literature and a section 
addressing theoretical and comparative issues about quality-of-life, dependency 
versus autonomy, and Japanese culture-both are blief and satisfactorY. 

The Care of the Elderly in Japan has an overly ex.-pansive title, but it fills a big 
gap for anyone tl)ing to understand the welfare policy side of population aging in 
Japan. Happily, the institution that Wu chose includes all tluee types of welfare 
facilities for the elderly (nursing home, old-age home, sheltered hOUSing), and 
she draws good contrasts among them. Nothing else in English (nor, so far as I 
know, in any other language) gives us such a good picture of institutional care 
in Japan. 

Our fifth book is different. Social Welfare in Japan: Principles and Appli
cations sounds like a textbook, and it is a translation (anonymous but okay) of a 
2003 text clearly aimed at Japanese undergraduate social' welfare major~. The 
"principles" paIt, roughly the first 170 and last 40 pages, is about social welfare 
theory in Japan, centered on a discussion about the essence of the field-is it 
social policy or is it social work?-which evidently has occupied three generations 
of Japanese scholars. Oddly, although acknowledging that Japanese social welfare 
theOlizing is leu'gely stimulated by Westem writings, the book cites only three 
non-Japanese works published since the war, the most recent in 1980. That is 
too bad given that scholarship in this field has been quite lively in Europe and 
even tl1e United States recently; still, it is hard to imagine that anyone who 
does not have to take an exam in the subject would be interested in this "plin
ciples" part. 

Happily, most of the middle 200 pages is about "applications," and this pro
vides a useful overview of Japanese social administration that is available nowhere 
else in English. It outlines the roles of different govemmentallevels and types of 
agencies, and distinguishes among the variety of administrative relationships 
between public authOlities and service providers. Unfortunately the descliptions 
of eligibility determination, complaint procedures, financing, qualifications and 
examinations for specialized personnel, and so on, are quite formalistic
indeed, woefully short on numbers and other speCific information that would 
give an idea of how things actually work. Still, t110se who try to study Japanese 
social policy in action are often baffled by arcane administrative details and 
this book would be a helpful reference. InCidentally, it and other books like it 
would be much more helpful if they would include the names of institutions 
and technical terms in the Oliginal Japanese along with their sometimes 
opaque EngJjsh glosses. 

To return to the topic we staJted with: The reader will have guessed that I am 
not of the catastrophic persuasion. Perhaps I am naive and blinded by my ideo
logical preferences, but it is my ext>erience with social policy that most dire 
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predictions tum out to be off the mark. Not infrequently the flaw is extrapolating 
from a few current trends \\ithout taking into account tllat somebody (e.g., the 
government) might notice the problem and remedy it. The health spending 
case mentioned earlier is a crood example-l)eoI)le were forecastin cr sh:vrocketincr 

b b~' 0 

medical spending back in the 1970s, as they are today, but in fact the gO\ernment 
was repeatedh- able to constrain spending growth cle\'erly and effectively. 

This obsenation suggests that it might be a good idea to look at the past 
before speculating about the future. As noted, Japan has already gone through 
massive and rapid population aging in the past twenty-five years. Before asking 
how Japan ll:ill meet such challenges, why not ask how well it already has met 
them. Incidentally, neither I nor three] apanese eX1)elts I consulted have e\'er 
seen a selious book or aIticle that asks that question. 

H ere is a sketch of such an argument: \\'e hlo\\, that in recent years Japan's 
economic performance was anemic and that it ran up gigantic national debts. \\'as 
demographic change the cause of the problems? FOJ' the most PaIt, clearly not. 
,-\ging is supposed to bling labor shOltages, and Japan had high unemployment. 
Aging is supposed to cut sa\'ings rates and inhibit investment, but it was consump
tion that was weak. and Japan had plenty of money to invest for most of the 
period. Aging should cause soaring health care and pension outlays, but both pro
grams hm'e been effecti\ely moderated-the big deHcits are mostly the result of 
extravagant public WOJ'ks spending. Among the many negative Llctors influencing 
the Japanese economy (the bursting of the bubble, bad loans, poor fiscal policy 
choices. overregulation, outmoded stmctUJ'es, whatever), population aging has 
played a small role, if an:'. 

The futUJ'e is celtainlv uncharted tenitorv. The wonv is not so much more 
. " 

old people as fewer young people-population sluinkage. That might ha\'e terri-
ble effects. To me, though, the key point is that demographic change does not 
happen all at once but incrementally, and so tends to bJing incremental adillst~ 
ments both in public polic:' and indi\iduals' choices. Just looking at the 
oft-cited problem of worker shortages, by OEeD (Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development) standards, overall labor producti\ity is low in 
Japan, women are underemployed, and the number of foreign \\'orkers is not 
\et high enough to pro\oke political reactions. There would seem to be lots of 
room for improvement without much strain in this area, and perhaps in others 
as \\'ell. 

Japan has lots of problems that need attention-celtainly economic, but 
also polihcclL social, administratiw, and possibly cultural. Some are made more 
difficult by demographic change, but in my \iew, few, if an:, thereby become 
insurmountable. For m\'self. I am confident that when we look back twentv or , , 

thilt\ years hence on how well Japan has done. we \\ill not be Singling out popu-
lation aging as the number one problem in maintaining the well being of its 
citizens. 

JOH:\ CREIGHTO:\ G>\\IPBELL 

Ullicersit!/ of Michiga!l 
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